
- ceramic ball/ceramic disc (kit 4): Slight abrasion of the 
ball and slight smoothing of the disc surface. 

In Table 1 the mean values and standard deviations of fric
tion and wear data for all material pairings investigated are 
compiled. 

The results of the first round of the VAMAS Round Robin 
Comparison show that a good reproducibility of the numeric 
friction and wear data has been obtained which can be sum
marized in terms of the relative standard deviations (sr and sR 
according to ASTM Standard E 691 divided by the mean 
value) as follows: 

- Reproducibility of the friction data: 
within laboratories: ± 9 to ±13 percent 
interlaboratory: ±18 to ±20 percent 

- Reproducibility of specimen wear data 
within laboratories: ± 5 to ± 7 percent 
interlaboratory: ±15 to ±20 percent 

- Reproducibility of system wear data 
within laboratories: ±14 percent 
interlaboratory: ±29 to ±38 percent 

These results show that the overall reproducibility of 
systematic friction and wear measurements is comparable with 
that of other complex engineering quantities provided that the 
tests are performed under well controlled conditions. 
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Stability of Finite Orthogonally-Displaced Pressure 
Dam Bearings 

N. P. Mehta1 and Ajeet Singh2 

Nomenclature 

c = journal bearing radial major clearance 
given by a circle circumscribed on the bear
ing (L) 

cm = minor radial clearance given by inscribed 
circle on bearing (L) 

dh, d„, 8h, 5V = horizontal, vertical presets of bearing lobes 
(£), dh/c, dv/c 

D = journal diameter (Z,) 
e = eccentricity (L) 
F = dimensionless shaft flexibility 
L = bearing axial length (L) 

Ld, Lt = pressure dam bearings dam width, relief-
track width (L) 

Ld,L, = Ld/L,Lt/L 
0,B> Oj, Ou, 0L = bearing, journal, upper lobe and lower 

lobe centers 
p = oil film pressure (FL~2) 
p = dimensionless oil film pressure 

p/fiN(c/R)2 

Rec = Reynolds number based on major radial 
clearance pVc/\i (Dim) 

S = Sommerfeld, JXNLD/W(R/C)2 

Sd — step or dam depth 
Sd = Sd/c 
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V = peripheral velocity (LT_1) 
W = bearing external lead (F) 
W = dimensionless load carrying capacity of 

bearing W = W/fiNLD (c/R)2 

X, Y = coordinate system for journal, X-
horizontal, Y = vertically upwards 

6S = location of step for pressure dam bearings 
measured in the direction of rotation from 
positive X-axis for anticlockwise rotation 
of the journal (degrees) 

6g = oil supply groove angle at the leading and 
trailing edges of hydro-dynamic fluid film 

v = dimensionless threshold speed 
p = fluid density (FT2L"4) 
<t> = attitude angle of the bearing (degrees) 

angles (degrees) 
rotational speed (T~') 

(•) = first derivative with respect to time 

V2 

During assembly, if the centers of the two halves of an ellip
tical pressure dam bearing are displaced horizontally, the 
bearing so obtained is termed orthogonally-displaced pressure 
dam bearing. The present paper describes the dynamic 
behavior of this bearing. 

Introduction 
References [1-4] give analytical dynamic analysis of the 

cylindrical pressure dam bearings. Their experimental stabil
ity analysis is available in [5-7], where it has been reported 
that analytical stability analysis provides the general trends in 
the experimental data. The analytical dynamic analysis of the 
noncylindrical pressure dam bearings is reported in [8-11]. In 
[11], it has been shown that an offset-halves pressure dam 
bearing is more stable than the other pressure dam bearings 
reported in the literature. 

In this paper, the results of analytical dynamic analysis of 
the orthogonally-displaced pressure dam bearings are 
presented in the form of graphs. The graphs reported here in
clude Sommerfeld number versus dimensionless threshold 
speed supporting a rigid rotor. 

Bearing Geometry 
Figure 1 shows the geometry of an orthogonally-displaced 

pressure dam bearing. This is a combination of a offset-halves 
[11] and an elliptical [9] pressure dam bearings. Center of each 
half is shifted along and perpendicular to the split-axis. dh and 
dv are the horizontal and vertical presets, respectively, which 
define the position of the lower lobe center, 0L, and the upper 
lobe center, 0V, of this bearing. 0V is toward the right side of 
bearing center, 0B, and below the split-axis, whereas 0L is 
towards the left side of 0B and above the split-axis for 
counterclockwise rotation of the journal. For concentric shaft 
position, there are thus two reference clearances. A minor 
clearance given by an inscribed circle denoted by cm and a ma
jor clearance, c, given by a circle circumscribed on the bear
ing. For a given position of the journal center, Oj, there are 
three eccentricities viz., being eccentricity, e, lower half eccen
tricity, eit and upper half eccentricity, e2. The various eccen
tricities and presets are nondimensionalized by the major 
radial clearance. 

The method of dynamic analysis of this bearing is described 
in references [8-11]. 

Results and Discussion 
The values of horizontal and vertical presets are varied 

while the following design parameters are kept constant in the 

analysis 

L/D = 1.0, Bs = 125 deg., 6g = 10 deg., sd 

= 2.0, Ld = 0.75 Z, = 0.25 and Rec = 210 

Figure 2 shows the effect of presets on stability of the or
thogonally displaced pressure dam bearing supporting a rigid 
rotor. The dimensionless threshold speed (maximum speed up 
to which a bearing is stable) has been plotted for different 
Sommerfeld numbers in this figure. The stability threshold 
curve divides any figure into two major zones. The zone above 
this curve is unstable, whereas, the zone below this is stable. 
The minimum value of this curve is termed as minimum 
threshold speed. The bearing is stable at all speeds towards the 
left side of this curve, which is called the zone of infinite 
stability. Very high stability threshold speeds are obtained as 
the values of the presets are increased, because of the very 
large hydrodynamic load generated in the upper half of this 
bearing. 

Figure 3 compares the stability threshold speeds of various 
non-cylindrical pressure dam bearings having values of presets 
equal to 0.40. The stability threshold speeds of cylindrical 
pressure dam bearing having the same design parameters and 
plain journal bearing (L/D = 1.0) are also plotted. The 
orthogonally-displaced pressure dam bearing is the most 
stable one out of all the pressure dam bearings. The minimum 
threshold speeds of the orthogonally-displaced, offset-halves, 
elliptical, half-elliptical, and cylindrical pressure dam bearings 
are 12.0, 8.65, 6.95, 5.2, and 3.2, respectively. There is also a 
very large increase of the zone of infinite stability of the 
orthogonally-displaced pressure dam bearing as compared to 
the other bearings as is evident in Fig. 3. 

Conclusion 
The stability of two-axial groove cylindrical journal bearing 

is improved by cutting a step or pressure dam in the upper half 
surface and a deep groove or relief-track in the lower half sur
face. Furthermore improvement in stability of this bearing can 
be obtained by having noncylindrical bearing geometries as in 
the case of elliptical, half elliptical, offset-halves and or-
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Fig. 1 Orthogonally-displaced pressure dam bearing geometry 
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Fig. 2 Sommerfeld number versus dimensionless threshold speed for 

a rigid rotor 
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Fig. 3 Sommerfeld number versus dimensionless threshold speed for 
a rigid rotor 

thogonally displaced pressure dam bearings. Out of all these 
pressure dam bearings, orthogonally-displaced pressure dam 
bearing is the most stable having both very large minimum 
threshold speed and zone of infinite stability. 
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